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Lesson 15: To spell words that can be nouns and verbs

Name:

Words that can be nouns and verbs
Read each word. Split it into syllables. Then split it into phonemes, adding a phoneme to each box.                                                  
Finally, count the number of phonemes.

Word Syllable Breaks Phonemes Number of 
Phonemes

produce
impact

transport
silence
permit
object
contest
subject
increase
freeze
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Lesson 15: To spell words that can be nouns and verbs

Cloze Sentences 
Can you identify the missing words in these sentences?

Are these words nouns (N) or verbs (V)? N or V?

There are different modes of _____________ such as: buses, trains, 
trams, cars and bicycles.

You do not have the correct ____________ to enter this restricted 
area.

Are you going to __________ the ice-cream before it melts as we’re 
not eating it until later on this afternoon?

The ____________ from the lightning strike caused the one hundred 
year old tree to split and crash to the ground.

The eerie ____________ was suddenly broken with the sound of 
footsteps.

The losing politician decided that he was going to ___________ the 
result of the election as he felt that votes had not been counted 
correctly.

Cows ___________ milk, and so do goats and sheep.

The __________ of the game is to ____________ the size of the 
tower before it falls down.

My favourite ___________ at school was Art, even though we didn’t 
do much of it!

Name:

produce
impact

transport 
silence

permit
object

contest
subject

increase
freeze
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Lesson 15: To spell words that can be nouns and verbs

Words that can be nouns and verbs
Use a dictionary to find the verb (V) and noun (N) definition for the words below.  
Then choose either the noun or the verb and write it in your own sentence. 
Name:

Word Dictionary Definition In a Sentence V or N

produce          V-
N -

impact V-
N -

transport V-
N -

silence V-
N -

permit V-
N -

object V-
N -

contest V-
N -

subject V-
N -

increase V-
N -

freeze V-
N -
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VERB DefinitionNOUN Definition

VERB ExamplesNOUN Examples
produce
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